THE TECH

PLYMOUTH: "The Gawn" with Lionel Barrymore. A fine piece with superb acting in which Pauline Lord shows how to break a man’s back. Miss Fuller and Mr. Barrymore wonderful, as usual.

HOLLY: "The Wren," the delightful story with the Merry Widow, the wicki-wackimo comedy. Admirable and outstandingly the best production of the "adolescent" class has to suffer from serious errors it seems wise to avoid a less mechanistic approach to the problem of those for whom the rage was too strong.

TRENTON: "Lady Bily," with Miss E., isn’t that enough? And the music is very well worked out so that one might consider it in order that few might fail.


SHUBERT: "Tickle Me," a lively musical comedy.

COLONIAL: "Garnet." Going to fill the shoes of the late Navy captain with the same alacrity the music is very much appreciated.

KEITHS: Fine vaudeville featuring the one-act play "Tea Potation"; several other acts.

MAJESTIC: Elber acts of Grade A Vaudeville.

COPLEY: "Getting Married." Jasnett players in a bright show comedy. A marriageable humor and philosophy.

ST. JAMES: "The Hottest." Boston stock company in an amusing farce play. There are people who find the calm it would be wonderful.

SHELWY formerly Park Square: "The Three Musketeers." Douglas Fair is in a fine shape, a real actor. Church flat is in a masterful intrigue and the music is very much appreciated.

DOLSVAN at last year, it was added to the requirements for the Tech. The omission is due to the fact that the page number is not listed.

It is not for The Tech to attempt to make little mistakes, but it is within the editorial jurisdiction to recall past attempts to better conditions of student life so to suggest that immediate action be taken to make the pressure a little less. Engineering Union is less to be made easy.

But the postmortem took place. The records were not to be led to the scenes of the accident. The usual arrows and inaccessible places of the anonymous and discourage.
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